to the metric based system of S.I. units [3] . Attempts as early as the 1980s to introduce such units into U.S. hospitals failed. Even the U.K., the progenitor of these ghastly English units, has made the switch in medicine and commerce, but not without a fight. In 2001, Steve Thoburn, the notorious "Metric Martyr," was convicted of selling bananas by the pound in deviance of the 1985 Weights and Measures Act, which stipulated that British customers be told the metric weight of loose food [4] . Such an enforcement approach may be the only way to get U.S. physicians to adopt S.I. units.
Reckoning comes for U.S. physicians typically when they submit a manuscript to a journal. According to the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICJME), all measurements are to be reported in metric units and temperature in degrees Celsius [5] . This includes reporting of all hematological and clinical chemistry measurements in S.I. units. Even the New England Journal of Medicine in 1992 once considered enforcing S.I. units to the exclusion of "conventional" English units [6] . They quickly abandoned the idea because of the recalcitrance by American physicians to leave their comfort zone. In fact, an informal review of ten journals related to toxicology showed that almost half were not consistent in publishing laboratory findings in S.I. units.
Regardless of American physicians' comfort, the Journal of Medical Toxicology is an international Journal. We need to be able to speak the same language scientifically, especially when talking about laboratory units. In toxicology, S.I. units even make some calculations easier, such as the osmolar gap in the presence of toxic alcohols. But, more importantly, one consistent set of measurements may decrease error. The U.S. space agency, NASA, learned this the hard way, when in 1999 they lost a $125 million Mars orbiter because one engineering team used metric units while another team used English units [7] . Although such dramatic mishaps have not been published in medicine, using the same language in medicine is important. And so far, the tide is against American physicians and in favor of S.I. units.
